Protecting Our Property Rights – Protecting Our Future

What a pleasure it was to preside over CAMRO’s first annual conference and
membership meeting On June 23rd and 24th. Pinehurst Country Club in south Denver
did a fine job providing the venue. And as always Debra Anderson and Cristy
Koeneke did a great job of planning and execution.
Attendees at the two day event heard 11 presentations ranging from education
opportunities to state of the art industry practice and finally threats to the industry
from anti oil and gas advocacy.
When the conference ended CAMRO’s first annual membership meeting convened.
The agenda items discussed were CAMRO’s involvement in preparing an amicus
brief in the Martinez v. COGCC case. And a series of interim legislative meetings
regarding flow line legislation, statutory pooling, and orphan well reclamation
funding.
I am also happy to announce that CAMRO has filled out its board with two new
members. Kathy Allen and Jake Schaeffer answered the call to volunteer. Welcome
to you both. It will be a busy legislative session starting in January and continuing to
the end of May.
Neil Ray

Jim Marchiori, Is the executive director of the Global Energy
Management Program at the University of Colorado Denver
Business School.
The Takeaway from Jim’s presentation:
All human life and well-being depends on energy.
The energy sector, broadly defined is a force for good in the world
and should be seen as such.

Tracee Bentley, Is the Executive Director of the Colorado
Petroleum Council, which is the Colorado chapter of the
American Petroleum Institute.
The Takeaway from Tracee’s presentation:
Be an active advocate at the local level, the state level, and
participate in stakeholder groups and meetings where oil and
gas policy is discussed.

Julie Murphy, Assistant Director for Energy and Minerals,
Colorado Department of Natural Resources.
The Takeaway from Julie’s presentation:
The Governor’s notice to operators regarding mapping and
inspecting flowlines, has been met. Over 100,000 flow lines and
their risers have been identified and their GIS coordinates
established.

Don Phend, Is a CAMRO board member and
a CPA specializing in oil and gas accounting.
Don’s presentation detailed what to watch for
in your royalty payment check stub regarding
post production deductions.

Professor Jan Laitos, holds the John
Carver Chair at the Sturm College of
Law, University of Denver.
The Takeaway from Jan’s presentation:
The recent U.S. Supreme Court decision
(June 23, 2017) in Wisconsin v. Murr
upends state property laws in a 5-3
decision.

Colorado Senator Jerry
Sonnenberg, Our Keynote, has
been a champion of mineral
owners at the State Legislature,
and will continue to listen to and
act on our behalf. Please
communicate with Jerry by
sending personal notes, and
emails. Calls to his office on
issues of interest are welcome.

Majority: Kennedy, Breyer, Ginsburg, Sotomayor,
Kagan“A central objective of the Takings Clause is to
acknowledge an individual’s right to retain the interests
and exercise the freedoms at the core of private property
ownership. . . . Property rights are necessary to preserve
freedom, for property ownership empowers persons to
shape and to plan their own destiny in a world where
governments are always eager to do so for them.”
Dissent: Roberts, Alito, Thomas“The Takings Clause
was adopted to ensure ‘security of property’ by
protecting property rights as they exist under state law.”

John Harpole, Founder-owner
of Mercator Energy.
Takeaway from John:
Gas and Oil are not scarce
anymore, for most of our lives
energy was scarce. Thanks to
the shale revolution, that is no
longer true.

Bob Braddock, Pr. Project advisor,
Veresen, Inc.
Takeaway from Bob:
Transported by pipeline from the
Piceance Basin, Natural gas will
then ship to Asian markets via the
Jordan Cove LNG facility in Coos
Bay Oregon. Cutting 10 days
transport time and associated
costs as compared to shipping
from the Gulf Coast. The goal is to
have Commencement of Delivery
beginning 2024

Unfortunately I did not get pictures of Anadarko’s Paul Wages and Dave Curtis making their presentation on that company’s
High Vapor Pressure Operations Recovery System. This is a novel and state of the art system that captures flash gas and puts it
in a pipleline to a remote facility where it is processed. This system eliminates tank batteries and captures valuable hydrocarbons.
Peter Mueller of ECOVAPOR also presented on his company’s flash gas recovery system which is skid mounted and designed
to be used in remote oil field developments.
COGCC Commissioner and CAMRO member Kent Jolley also made some well received comments and affirmed that he intended
to continue on the Commission for another term.

Scott Prestridge, Director of Communications &
Public Affairs, Colorado Oil and Gas Association
Scott’s presentation on threats against the Oil and
Gas industry was chilling to say the least. Market
forces, regulatory threats and anti oil and gas
advocacy are real and powerful threats to our
property

Cindy Bargell, Attorney – Visani - Bargell and also serves as a
member on CAMRO’s legislative committee.
At the annual meeting Cindy described to the membership
CAMRO’s involvement in preparing a brief in Martinez v.
COGCC. Martinez has the potential to be very damaging to
our oil and gas assets if the Colorado Supreme Court does
not act to overturn the appellate court decision.

